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Chapter 1
Introduction
Objectives
The objectives of this guideline are to help the 
auditor
•  Understand a computerized inventory sys­
tem.
•  Identify control techniques to satisfy con­
trol objectives for a computerized inven­
tory system.
•  Identify possible compliance and substan­
tive tests for a computerized inventory sys­
tem.
This guideline is intended for use by an 
independent auditor who has an understand­
ing of EDP accounting controls and concepts.
SAS no. 3, The Effects of EDP on the Audi­
tor’s Study and Evaluation of Internal Control, 
and the audit and accounting guide, The Audi­
tor’s Study and Evaluation of Internal Control in 
EDP Systems, define and describe audit pro­
cedures that can be performed in the study 
and evaluation of EDP accounting controls.
This guideline relates the guidance provided 
in the SAS and the guide to the auditor’s study 
and evaluation of a computerized inventory 
system.
Overview
The guideline describes
•  Common functions of computerized inven­
tory systems (chapter 2).
•  An example of a computerized inventory 
system (chapter 3).
•  How the objectives of application controls 
are met in the example system (chapter 4).
•  Possible audit procedures for the example 
of a computerized inventory system (chap­
ter 5).
•  The applicability of the control and audit 
procedures discussed in this guide to 
other inventory systems (chapter 6).
This guideline addresses the inventory 
system without elaborating on elements of the 
accounting system that interface with the in­
ventory applications (for example, purchasing 
and billing).
Computerized inventory systems are de­
signed to meet the needs of a particular busi­
ness or entity. These needs are normally d ic ­
tated by the type of business, the type of 
product it produces, the volume of transac­
tions to be processed, and the EDP system 
available. Accordingly, there are many differ­
ent methods of accounting for inventory. The 
inventory system described in this guideline 
represents one of these methods: a fully inte­
grated inventory system. The description of the 
system does not deal with the use of informa­
tion for purposes other than accounting (e.g., 
for production control, purchasing, etc.).
Chapters 3 and 4 are not intended to be a 
model or guideline for developing an inventory 
system. They are intended to provide the audi­
tor with an understanding of how computerized 
inventory systems work in general, and they 
illustrate control techniques that the auditor 
might encounter in client systems. Chapter 5 
describes some possible audit procedures for 
testing the system and the data. The proce­
dures are described in order to assist the 
auditor in planning the review and testing of a 
computerized inventory system. They do not 
represent recommended or minimum proce­
dures, nor do they present a comprehensive 
summary of all procedures that might be ap­
plied.
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Relevance to Other Computerized 
Financial Systems
The following chapters, although expressly re­
lated to the example system, can also apply to 
other computerized inventory systems; and 
certain aspects of the control and audit proce­
dures may apply to any computerized financial 
system. The rest of this chapter discusses the 
relevance of the controls and audit procedures 
described in each chapter to other computer­
ized financial systems.
Description of the System (Chapter 3). The
description of the system identifies
•  The procedures for developing input to the 
EDP system.
•  The EDP files used during processing.
•  The processing of transactions by EDP.
•  The information contained in output from 
the EDP system.
These four aspects of the system are common 
to all computerized financial applications, and 
the need to identify them accurately and to 
understand them is the same for different 
types of applications.
Input. Chapter 3 describes the input to the 
computerized system by identifying all the 
transactions (and the sources of those transac­
tions) that affect the application being studied. 
Further, the chapter describes (1) what events 
initiate the transactions, (2) how the user de­
partment establishes control over transactions 
to be processed and how these control proce­
dures are subsequently used to determine the 
validity of output, and (3) how, and under what 
controls, the transactions are converted to ma- 
chine-readable data.
Files. In identifying the files used in the proc­
essing of transactions, chapter 3 describes the 
details of the information on each particular 
file and the manner in which the information is 
added or updated. Further, the chapter identi­
fies the data elements used during particular 
processing operations and describes their 
use. The chapter also describes how the indi­
viduals responsible for the accuracy of the file 
are able to ascertain the correctness of the 
data on the file.
Processing. Chapter 3 describes how the 
computer processes transactions to update 
files, how it performs calculations, and how it 
generates output. Each calculation and the 
significance of its results are described pre­
cisely.
Output. Chapter 3 describes the types of out­
put generated by the EDP system and the use 
that is made of such output. The chapter iden­
tifies the point during processing at which 
each output is created; it describes the control 
of output distribution; and it explains how both 
the EDP and user departments gain assurance 
of the completeness and validity of the output.
Identification of Control Techniques (Chap­
ter 4). In identifying the techniques that help 
to attain control objectives in a computerized 
financial application, chapter 4 first states that 
no weaknesses in general controls have been 
found that would be significant enough to pre­
clude a reasonable framework for a well-con­
trolled financial application. The chapter then 
concentrates on application controls. The clas­
sifications of controls in the chapter are
•  Input controls
•  Processing controls
•  Output controls
The chapter describes how the control pro­
cedures in the example system help to meet 
the application control objectives identified in 
the AICPA audit and accounting guide, The 
A udito r’s Study and Evaluation o f Internal Con­
trol in EDP Systems. The control objectives 
listed in the audit guide are independent of 
the type of financial application being studied.
For example, the types of input controls in 
the example system (e.g., batching and log­
ging by user departments) are frequently 
found in any computerized financial system 
using batch processing.
Identification of Audit Procedures (Chapter
5). This chapter identifies the types of audit 
procedures that could be applied in reviewing 
and testing a computerized financial applica­
tion. In determining an audit approach to the 
computerized system, the auditor might cate­
gorize the procedures into four major phases 
of the audit:
•  Understanding the application and its con­
trols.
•  Planning the audit approach.
•  Compliance testing.
•  Substantive procedures.
Although the description of these cate­
gories uses the example system as a focal 
point, and although the illustrative audit proce­
dures relate to inventory, the underlying
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thought processes and planning relate to any 
computerized system.
For example, in describing possible sub­
stantive procedures relating to the inventory 
system, chapter 5 identifies tests that are 
clearly inventory oriented. If these tests are 
categorized differently, however, the types of 
tests fall into broader generic categories; such 
as validation of master files, checking of cleri­
cal accuracy, and selection of exception items 
not meeting certain criteria; which would be 
equally applicable for any computerized finan­
cial system. Like the inventory system that is 
described, most computerized financial sys­
tems have master files containing monetary in­
formation. This information is summarized by
computer programs to develop totals for finan­
cial reporting purposes. The similarity of this 
process in all financial applications provides 
the basis for similarities in audit techniques. 
For instance, the use of audit software to ex­
tend and summarize the inventory master file 
would be similar to the use of an audit soft­
ware application to recompute and summarize 
depreciation and asset value on a fixed assets 
master file.
Although the guidance offered in this 
guideline may be applicable to any computer­
ized system, the guidance is only of a general 
nature. The auditor should adapt the applica­
ble guidance to the specific audit engage­
ments.
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Chapter 2
Functions of a Computerized 
Inventory System
A well designed inventory system, when ad­
m inistrative and accounting controls are prop­
erly installed and operative, will provide man­
agement with reasonable assurance of the 
following:
•  Inventory transactions are recorded and 
processed in accordance with manage­
ment’s general or specific authorization.
•  Inventory transactions are recorded in a 
manner (a) to permit preparation of finan­
cial statements in conformity with gener­
ally accepted accounting principles or any 
other criteria applicable to such state­
ments and (b) to maintain accountability 
for inventory assets.
•  Access to inventory assets is permitted 
only in conformity with management’s au­
thorization.
•  The recorded accountability for inventory 
assets is compared with the existing in­
ventory assets at reasonable intervals, and 
appropriate action is taken with respect to 
any differences.
•  Data required to make appropriate busi­
ness decisions is available on a timely 
basis.
The ability to perform these basic func­
tions depends on the types of transactions the 
particular system is designed to process (in­
put) and the results of processing (output). 
Both the input and the output of a computer­
ized inventory system may be in the form of 
documents or machine-readable files from the 
inventory system’s interfaces with other com­
puterized application systems.
Transactions within an Inventory System
The transactions that are processed in a com­
puterized inventory system can be classified 
as (a) those that affect inventory quantities, (b) 
those that affect inventory costs, and (c) those 
that affect other inventory master file informa­
tion (for example, changes in warehouse loca­
tion or unit of measure, or the addition of a 
new finished good).
Transactions Affecting Inventory Quan­
tities. The transactions affecting inventory 
quantities vary with the type of inventory (that 
is, raw materials, finished goods, or work in 
process). Examples are receipts of merchan­
dise, transfers between stages of production, 
and shipments to customers. A complete list of 
the transactions affecting quantities in the ex­
ample inventory system appears in chapter 3.
Transactions Affecting Inventory Costs.
The types of transactions that affect inventory 
costs depend upon the type of costing system 
employed by the particular company. Although 
all companies record the actual cost of mer­
chandise purchased and the labor and over­
head required to manufacture its products, 
such records may or may not be part of the 
inventory costing system. If a company uses 
an actual cost method, these transactions 
would be used to update cost files directly. If 
the company uses a standard cost method, the 
inventory cost files might only be changed pe­
riodically or when the variance reporting sys­
tem indicates outdated or incorrect standards.
Certain other transactions, known as file 
maintenance transactions, also directly affect 
costs. Examples are a reduction of the re­
corded cost of obsolete inventory to its market 
value and the addition of a new inventory item 
with its associated costs.
Transactions Affecting Other Inventory 
Master File Information. For a computer­
ized inventory system to remain operable and 
to process information accurately, the master 
files used in the application must be current. 
To satisfy this need, the system should permit
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certain data to be added, changed, or deleted. 
Examples of these file maintenance transac­
tions are the addition of a new finished good 
and its bill of materials, a change to the por­
tion of the record containing the date of last 
issuance, last sale, etc., and a substitution of 
one raw material for another in a bill of mate­
rials.
Output from an Inventory System
An inventory system’s output can range from 
reports used solely for accounting purposes to 
those used strictly for nonfinancial purposes. 
Between these two extremes are many reports 
used to varying degrees by diverse depart­
ments within the organization. The following 
are examples of organizational units that use 
the output of a computerized inventory system 
and the particular output that they might use:
1. Planning and Scheduling. Open sales or­
ders, finished goods on hand, open pro­
duction orders, rework orders.
2. Purchasing. Quantities of materials on 
hand, materials on order, materials allo­
cated to open production orders.
3. Sales. Finished goods on hand, slow- 
moving items, open sales orders, customer 
returns.
4. Inventory Control. Daily, weekly, and/or 
monthly inventory transactions, exception 
reports.
5. Accounting/Budgeting. Inventory status, 
cost of sales, variances, book-to-physical- 
inventory comparisons.
6. Cost Accounting. Bills of materials, vari­
ances.
7. Customer Service. Open order status, re­
turns from customers, finished good inven­
tory quantities.
8. Management. Backlog reports, backorder 
reports, profitability by product, variance 
reporting.
Interface of Inventory with Other Systems
The data that is input to or output from a com­
puterized inventory system affects more than 
the quantities, costs, and other inventory mas­
ter file information for the components of a 
company’s inventory. Most transactions that af­
fect inventory have a direct impact on some 
other portion of the company’s overall financial 
system. Accordingly, in gaining an under­
standing of a computerized inventory system, 
one should carefully consider the interface of 
the inventory system with other portions of the 
accounting system (for example, accounts 
payable, order entry). A computerized inven­
tory system should fit into the overall account­
ing system. That way, a company can reduce 
the amount of redundant data that is captured 
to drive separate application systems, and one 
system either can automatically provide ma­
chine-readable information to another or can 
process machine-readable output from other 
systems. Some of the more common automatic 
interfaces that a computerized inventory sys­
tem might have include the following:
1. Purchasing
•  The purchasing system can use the is­
suances of material that cause inventory
3.
4.
levels to reach reorder points to gener­
ate purchase orders.
Accounts Payable
•  The accounts payable system can 
match vendors’ invoices with the inven­
tory system’s receipts of merchandise.
•  The accounts payable system can use 
the inventory system’s returns of mer­
chandise to vendors to prepare debit 
memos.
•  The inventory system can use the ex­
pense distributions recorded in the ac­
counts payable system to allocate over­
head.
Payroll
•  The inventory system can use the direct 
and indirect labor costs recorded in the 
payroll system to allocate direct labor 
and overhead.
Order Entry
•  The inventory system can use the orders 
recorded in the order entry system to 
allocate finished goods and to report 
back orders.
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FIGURE 1
MATERIAL FLOW OVERALL SYSTEM FLOW
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5. Billing
•  The billing system can use the ship­
ments of finished goods recorded in the 
inventory system to prepare invoices.
•  The billing system can use the returns 
of merchandise from customers re­
corded in the inventory system to pre­
pare credit memos.
6. General Ledger
•  The general ledger system can use the 
cost of sales and inventory levels re­
corded in the inventory system to up­
date the proper accounts automatically.
The auditor should know which parts of a 
client’s accounting system interface with oth­
ers in order to determine the flow of transac­
tions through the overall accounting system.
Inventory systems tend to vary from com­
pany to company more significantly than other 
systems, such as accounts payable, payroll, or 
general ledger. However, certain functions that 
have been discussed in this chapter are basic
to all inventory systems. If the inventory system 
is computerized, an overview of it can be de ­
picted as in figure 1. The receipt of new mate­
rial by a manufacturing company, its conver­
sion to a finished good, and the ultimate sale 
of the finished product (shown on the left-hand 
side of the flowchart) create the transactions 
that an inventory system records and proc­
esses. The right-hand side of the flowchart il­
lustrates the transactions that would generally 
enter into an inventory system for a manufac­
turing company, some of the common inter­
faces with other computerized applications, 
and the types of reports the inventory system 
would generate.
To demonstrate how a computerized inven­
tory system can fulfill the functions described 
in this chapter, and to provide a common ref­
erence for the chapters on control and audit­
ing of a computerized inventory system, the 
next chapter describes the inventory system of 
a specific manufacturing company. Hereafter, 
the inventory system described in chapter 3 
will be referred to as “ the specified system.”
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Chapter 3
Description of the Harvidel 
Schakins Computerized 
Inventory System
Background of the Company
Harvidell Schakins & Co., Inc., manufactures 
men’s apparel, principally suits and sports- 
coats. The apparel is sold to a variety of de­
partment and men’s clothing stores, none of 
which purchases more than 8 percent of the 
company’s production. The company has no 
retail stores. Goods are sold under both the 
company’s label and private labels.
The company considers inventory one of 
its major assets and has striven to develop a 
strong system to control it. Certain elements of 
the inventory system (for example, physical in­
ventory processing) have been computerized
for many years, and these continue to use 
punched card input; other portions of the sys­
tem, having been automated only recently, use 
more current data processing technology.
Perpetual inventory records are maintained 
on the computer and are adjusted to physical 
inventory counts. The company takes physical 
inventory, which is observed by its independ­
ent auditors, on October 31 and relies on the 
perpetual inventory system records to update 
the general ledger inventory amount from the 
date of physical count to the company’s bal­
ance sheet date.
Method of Describing the System
This chapter describes the inventory system in
several phases:1
•  Types of transactions processed by the 
system.
•  Daily processing of transactions affecting 
inventory quantities.
•  Processing of file maintenance transac­
tions.
•  Monthly processing.
•  Quarterly processing.
•  Physical inventory procedures.
The introduction to each phase is an over­
view flowchart of the EDP processing for that 
portion of the system. The paragraphs directly 
following the flowchart discuss the processing 
details. (Appendixes A through D present de­
tailed flowcharts of the entire inventory system, 
including the interfaces between EDP and the 
user departments.) The transactions processed 
through each stage are described in detail, 
but the guideline avoids repetition of the proc­
essing steps for transaction types that are 
processed in a sim ilar manner.
1 The level of detail in this description is provided for the purposes of this case study and does not represent that required 
for the prelim inary phase of the auditor’s review of the system, as described in SAS no. 3, The Effects of EDP on the 
Auditor’s Study and Evaluation of Internal Control.
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Types of Transactions Processed by the System
Four departments originate transactions (ex­
cept for file maintenance transactions) that af­
fect inventory quantities:
•  Receiving/storeroom
•  Factory
•  Warehouse
•  Accounting department
All input transactions are recorded by the 
originating department on prenumbered forms 
specifically designed for each type of transac­
tion. Any transaction that requires a transfer of 
inventory between departments is recorded on 
a multi-part form. The department that transfers 
the inventory submits one part of the form to 
data processing, and the department that re­
ceives the inventory submits another part. The 
EDP system will identify any transfers for 
which the forms do not match or for which one 
part of the transfer document is missing.
The following are transactions that affect 
inventory quantity for each originating depart­
ment:
1. Receiving/Storeroom Transactions
•  Receipt of purchased material. Receiv­
ing reports are prepared for receipts of 
raw material.
•  Issuance of material for production. The 
factory personnel prepare a multi-part 
form (exhibit 3-1) when they receive a 
production order from the planning and 
scheduling department. One part of this 
form is the storeroom’s issuance of ma­
terial for production form. (The other 
part is the factory’s receipt of material 
from storeroom form, which is listed un­
der Factory Transactions.) All material 
needed for completion of a particular 
production order is issued at one time; 
and from the time the storeroom issues 
the materials until manufacturing is 
completed, the materials are identified 
by the production order number.
•  Return of material to vendor. When 
storeroom personnel return unaccepta­
ble material to a vendor, they complete 
a return of material to vendor form. The 
information is used to change perpetual 
inventory quantities, and the form serves 
as support for the debit memo that the 
accounts payable department issues to 
the vendor.
•  Return of material from production.
When material previously issued to the 
factory for a particular production order
is returned to the storeroom, factory per­
sonnel complete a multi-part form to ac ­
company the return. One part of this 
form is the factory’s return of material 
from production form, which, when 
signed by storeroom personnel, is their 
acknowledgement of receipt of the re­
turned material. (Another part is the re­
turn of material to storeroom form, which 
is listed under Factory Transactions.)
2. Factory Transactions
•  Receipt of material from storeroom. The 
form documenting this transaction is the 
other part of the same multi-part form 
listed as the storeroom’s issuance of 
material for production.
•  Return of material to storeroom. The 
form documenting this transaction is the 
other part of the same multi-part form 
listed as the storeroom’s return of mate­
rial from production.
•  Transfer of spoiled material to scrap 
and transfer of production to warehouse. 
When the factory completes work on a 
production order or rework order, the 
finished merchandise is transferred to 
the warehouse, and any nonsalvageable 
merchandise is transferred to scrap. 
Transfers of finished goods to the ware­
house are documented by one copy of a 
multi-part form, entitled the transfer of 
production to warehouse form. (Another 
part is the warehouse’s receipt of mer­
chandise from production.) Transfers to 
scrap are documented by transfers of 
spoiled material to scrap forms. Both 
forms are completed by factory person­
nel.
•  Receipt of merchandise from warehouse 
for rework. Occasionally, after finished 
goods are sent to the warehouse, some 
of the goods either fail quality control 
tests or are returned by customers. In 
either case, warehouse personnel com­
plete a multi-part form and transfer the 
goods to the factory for additional work. 
One portion of the form, the factory’s 
acknowledgement of receiving the 
goods, is called a receipt of merchan­
dise from warehouse for rework form. 
(Another part is the warehouse’s transfer 
of merchandise to rework.) While the 
goods remain in the factory, the rework 
number is used to identify and track 
them.
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EXHIBIT 3-1
FORM FOR ISSUANCE OF MATERIAL FOR PRODUCTION
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3. Warehouse Transactions
•  Receipt of merchandise from produc­
tion. The warehouse acknowledges the 
transfer of production to warehouse with 
a receipt of merchandise from produc­
tion form, which is a copy of the 
factory’s transfer of production to ware­
house form.
•  Transfer of merchandise to rework. The 
warehouse completes a transfer of mer­
chandise to rework form when goods 
are sent back to the factory for addi­
tional work. (The form is also listed un­
der Factory Transactions as the receipt 
of merchandise for rework.)
•  Shipment of merchandise to customer. 
When goods are to be shipped to a 
customer, the sales service department 
sends a form to the warehouse. Certain 
information, such as the customer num­
ber, name, and address, the finished 
goods style number, and the quantity 
ordered, by size, is on the form when it 
is received. Warehouse personnel lo­
cate the goods to be shipped and indi­
cate on the form the quantity shipped 
and the method of shipment. The com­
pleted form, entitled shipment of mer­
chandise to customer, is the ware­
house’s documentation of the quantities 
shipped. It is used to update the perpet­
ual inventory records and to prepare 
customer invoices.
•  Removal of merchandise for samples or 
own use. When finished goods are re­
moved from the warehouse for samples 
or other use within the company, the 
person withdrawing the merchandise 
submits a requisition to the sales ser­
vice department. Sales service person­
nel prepare a removal of merchandise 
for samples or own use form and send it 
to the warehouse. When warehouse per­
sonnel deliver the goods, the party who
requested them signs the form to ac­
knowledge receipt of the merchandise. 
The form then serves as a basis for re­
ducing the perpetual inventory and for 
charging the appropriate general ledger 
account for the cost of the merchandise,
•  Return of merchandise from customer. 
When goods are returned by customers, 
the merchandise is received by ware­
house personnel (rather than by the re ­
ceiving department). The warehouse ac­
cepts only returns that have been 
authorized by the sales service depart­
ment with a return of merchandise from 
customer form. When the goods are re­
ceived, warehouse personnel enter the 
number of units of each item and ind i­
cate by a code whether the goods can 
be returned to stock or will require re­
work before the merchandise can be re­
shipped. If a customer returns items 
other than the ones listed on the form, 
warehouse personnel add the finished 
goods style numbers to the form. If re­
turned merchandise requires rework, 
warehouse personnel complete a multi­
part form to transfer the merchandise to 
the factory. The return of merchandise 
from customer form is cross-referenced 
to the rework order.
4. Accounting Department Transactions
•  Physical count adjustment. During the 
year, accounting personnel prepare 
physical count adjustment forms on the 
basis of supplementary physical counts. 
Supplementary counts are made when 
the perpetual inventory quantity for a 
particular raw material or finished good 
becomes negative or when a raw mate­
rial quantity reaches the reorder point.
Exhibit 3-4 lists the information on each
form.
Daily Processing of Transactions Affecting 
Inventory Quantities
The daily processing of transactions that affect 
inventory quantities consists of
•  Data preparation, entry, balancing, and 
editing.
•  File updating.
Data Preparation, Entry, Balancing, and Ed­
iting. The overview flowchart in figure 2 illus­
trates the processing involved in entering and 
editing daily transactions.
The processing details are described in 
the following pages, and a detailed flowchart
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FIGURE 2
of the processing is shown in exhibits 1 
through 3 of Appendix A.
Each day, after approval by supervisory 
personnel, clerical personnel in originating de­
partments appropriately group their transac­
tions by type. The groups, or batches, may not 
contain more than 50 items. The clerk estab­
lishes a batch control total for each transac­
tion-type batch. (This is generally the total of 
the quantity field.)
The clerk in the originating department 
then assigns a sequential batch number to 
each batch, using a prefix that identifies the
transaction type. The clerk creates a batch 
header and records the batch in a log. (See 
exhibit 3-2 for an illustration of the storeroom's 
control log.) The information recorded on the 
batch header and in the log consists of the 
date, the batch number, and the batch control 
total. The clerk then sends the source docu­
ments and the batch header to the input/output 
(I/O) control section of the EDP department.
The I/O clerks record the date, batch num­
bers, and control totals of the batches in logs 
as the batches are received. (See exhibit 3-3 
for an illustration of the I/O control log.) The
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EXHIBIT 3-4
EDIT CRITERIA FOR INVENTORY TRANSACTIONS
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EXHIBIT 3-10
DOCUMENTATION OF PERPETUAL INVENTORY RECONCILIATION
I/O clerks determine whether the first batch for 
a particular transaction type is in sequential 
order with previously submitted batches, and 
they account for the sequence of batches re­
ceived for the day. The batch header for the 
highest batch number of the day for each orig­
inating department (without regard to the pre­
fix indicating transaction type) contains an in­
dication that it is the last batch of the day for 
that department.
The source documents and batch headers 
are then sent to the key entry area, where they 
are entered, and where selected data is key- 
verified. The keyed data is processed through 
batch-balancing and editing programs. (See 
exhibit 3-4 for the editing criteria in the pro­
grams for each transaction type.) Batches are 
processed as follows:
•  Batches that balance with the given batch 
total and that pass editing tests are output 
to a machine-readable file of accepted 
transactions.
•  Batches that do not balance are rejected 
by the system.
•  Batches that balance but that have trans­
actions that fail the various edit tests are 
split so that valid transactions are output 
to a file of accepted transactions and 
those that failed the edit tests are output to 
a file of suspense items. The computer (a) 
calculates a new batch total for the portion 
of the batch that was accepted, (b) totals 
the rejected items, and (c) prints the totals 
on the error report.
This processing generates two summary 
reports: the batch balancing report (illustrated 
in exhibit 3-5) and the error report (exhibit 3-
6). The batch balancing report lists summary 
totals for batches that pass batch-balancing 
and editing tests and shows batches that fail 
to balance in their entirety. The error report 
lists batches with erroneous transactions, list­
ing the rejected items, with an explanation of 
why each transaction was rejected, and show­
ing the total of rejected items for each batch. 
Subsequently, I/O clerks reconcile the batch 
totals of the accepted items and of the re­
jected items with the original batch total.
The error report, if it is generated, and the 
batch balancing report are given to the I/O 
clerks along with the original source docu­
ments and batch headers. The accepted 
batches listed on the batch balancing report 
are noted in the I/O clerks’ log. If no errors are 
listed, the batch balancing report is sent to the 
appropriate originating department, as indi­
cated in the report distribution manual.
For rejected batches or transactions listed 
on either report, the I/O clerks compare the 
rejected items to the source documents to de­
termine whether erroneous key entry caused 
any of the errors. If so, the report, with correc­
tions noted, is sent to the key entry department 
for reentry. The transactions are reprocessed 
through the editing program, and, if appropri­
ate, a new error report is generated.
For all other errors, the I/O clerks record 
the date and reason for rejection (that is, im­
balance or rejected transactions) in the I/O 
control log and send the error report or batch 
balancing report to the originating department 
for correction.
Originating department personnel review 
the batch balancing report and the error report 
and make corrections to data and batch totals. 
Generally, corrections are made the day after 
the error is discovered. Originating department 
personnel record the corrections, if any, to 
batch totals and the date of resubmission in 
their log; they then send the reports with the 
corrections back to the I/O control section.
The I/O clerks record receipt of the cor­
rected batch in the I/O control log and submit 
the corrected data for key entry and process­
ing through the batch-balancing and editing 
programs.
Every week, the supervisor of the I/O con­
trol section reviews the I/O control log and 
notifies supervisors in originating departments 
of any batches that were not in balance, were 
returned to the department, and were not re­
submitted. In addition, the computer system 
generates a weekly report of suspense items 
for review and investigation by a supervisor in 
the originating department.
File Updating. Figure 3 depicts the process­
ing of transactions after they have passed 
batch-balancing and editing tests. The trans­
actions are used to update the perpetual in­
ventory files.
The details of this processing are dis­
cussed in the following pages, and a more 
detailed flowchart is included in Appendixes 
A (exhibit 4) and B.
Matching Transfers and Checking Sequence. 
Batches that are in balance and have passed 
preliminary editing are processed through pro­
grams (1) that account for the numerical se­
quence of transactions and (2) that match 
transfers between departments to determine 
that both sides of each transaction have been 
submitted and that the indicative data (such 
as unit of measure, quantity, style number) 
agree. The reports produced are
•  The document accountability report, listing
transaction documents missing from the
numerical sequence (exhibit 3-7).
•  The unmatched transfer report, listing in-
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terdepartment transfers that did not match 
(exhibit 3-8).
These reports are sent to the I/O control 
section for distribution to appropriate person­
nel in originating departments, based upon the 
report distribution manual.
Supervisory personnel in originating de­
partments review the exceptions on the docu­
ment accountability report to determine 
whether or not the missing documents are void 
and investigate exceptions on the unmatched 
transfer report to determine the reason that the 
documents conflict or were not submitted. Any
data to be processed on the basis of this re­
view is submitted as a separate batch refer­
encing the original transaction date. If investi­
gation indicates that any erroneous data was 
entered, the data is corrected by submission 
of the appropriate document. (For example, if 
a receipt of merchandise from storeroom was 
erroneously recorded by the factory and could 
not be matched to an issuance of material to 
factory form, the factory would correct the error 
by submitting a "one-sided” return of material 
to storeroom form; the “one-sided” transaction 
would be listed as an exception on the day on 
which it was recorded, but no further entry 
would be made at that time.)
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Updating Perpetual Inventory Files. At the 
end of each day, the transactions that have 
passed all the batch-balancing and editing 
procedures are processed in order to update 
the company’s perpetual inventory files. (This 
processing is performed after the file mainte­
nance activity has been processed— see the 
following section.) Daily inventory balance re­
ports are produced for each type of inventory 
(raw materials, work in process, and finished 
goods). These reports show daily and month- 
to-date totals for the dollar value and the num­
ber of units of each transaction, and they show 
the ending inventory balances in units and 
dollars. (See exhibit 3-9 for an illustration of 
the raw materials balance report.)
The reports are sent to the appropriate 
clerks in each originating department, as 
specified in the report distribution manual (that 
is, the raw materials balances report to the 
receiving/storeroom, the work in process report 
to the factory, and the finished goods report to 
the warehouse, and copies of all the reports to 
the accounting department). The department 
clerks do the following:
•  Check whether the opening balance 
agrees with the previous day’s closing bal­
ance.
•  Reconcile the transaction totals and end­
ing balances with the manually maintained 
control log by accounting for rejected 
batches or individual items that have not 
yet been corrected and resubmitted for 
processing. For the reconciliation, the 
clerks in the storeroom and warehouse ac­
cept the accuracy of the physical count 
adjustment forms submitted by accounting 
personnel. (Accounting personnel have 
previously checked these adjustments as 
part of their file maintenance procedures.) 
As each originating department completes 
its perpetual inventory reconciliation (ex­
hibit 3-10), the clerk notifies the inventory 
accountant in the accounting department. 
The accounting department maintains its 
copies of the reports for use in the month- 
end reconciliation.
Processing of File Maintenance Transactions
Figure 4 depicts an overview of the file main­
tenance processing.
The details of this processing are de­
scribed in the following paragraphs, and a 
more detailed flowchart appears in Appendix 
C.
Fite maintenance transactions are those 
used to add, delete, or change existing master 
file information (other than inventory quantity 
information). For instance, the addition of a 
new finished good, the deletion of a raw mate­
rial that is no longer used, stocked, or pur­
chased, and the changing of a standard price 
are examples of file maintenance transactions. 
Because of the nature of the transactions, they 
typically do not involve any quantities, which 
could be used in the preparation of a batch 
total. The system does not edit the file mainte­
nance transactions to the same extent as 
quantity transactions. Accordingly, the com­
pany uses different procedures to control 
these transactions than those it uses to control 
other daily transactions.
Originating File Maintenance Transactions. 
Clerical personnel in the originating depart­
ment prepare file maintenance transactions 
and submit them to the supervisor for ap­
proval. After the transactions are approved, the 
supervisor’s secretary prepares a batch of 
each type of approved file maintenance trans­
action (that is, additions, deletions, and 
changes). The secretary does the following:
•  Counts the number of transactions in each 
batch.
•  Prepares a batch header containing the 
date and number of transactions.
•  Records the batch information in a log, 
including the date, the type of transaction 
(addition, deletion, or change), the trans­
action count, and the adjusted total of 
master file records after the batch.
Processing File Maintenance Transactions.
The source documents and batch header are 
then sent to the I/O control section, where re­
ceipt of the batch is logged. Because there is 
only one batch per day for each type of trans­
action from each originating department, the 
I/O control section does not account for batch 
sequence but does check to see whether it 
receives one batch each day from each de­
partment, even if the batch header only indi­
cates “ no changes.”
The source documents and batch header 
are then key-entered, and the data is com­
pletely key-verified. The batch-balancing pro­
grams are processed with the data and then, 
whether or not in balance on document count, 
the file is updated and a report is printed. For 
each transaction, the report shows the affected
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record both before and after the processing of 
the transaction. For additions, the "before” rec­
ord w ill be blank; the “ after” record will be 
blank for deletions. The report also shows a 
record count of the affected file after process­
ing. The reports and source documents are 
sent to the I/O control section, where the out­
put batches are logged. The reports are then 
sent to the originating department, along with 
the source documents.
Review of Completed File Maintenance Trans­
actions. The secretary in the originating de­
partment reviews the report to determine that 
the batches balance and that the ending file 
record count agrees with the manually con­
trolled total in the file maintenance transaction 
log. The secretary then proofreads the “ after” 
record on the report, comparing it to the 
source document to determine whether the 
transaction was recorded properly.
The entire master file is printed at regular 
intervals and is reviewed by the supervisor of 
the originating department to help determine 
whether unauthorized changes have been 
made.
Monthly Processing
Figure 5 depicts an overview of the monthly 
processing performed.
Month-end processing has four categories 
of output:
•  Inventory balances reports for the month
•  Reports of variances from standards
•  Updated files
•  Additional reports
Inventory Balances Reports. At the end of 
each month, the accounting department re­
ceives inventory balances reports for raw ma­
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terials, work in process, and finished goods. 
These reports show the opening balance, sum­
marized transaction totals , and closing bal­
ance for each inventory item (exhibit 3-11).
The overall control totals for each major cate­
gory of inventory are compared to the daily 
inventory balances report (exhibit 3-9) for the 
last day of the month. The reports are re­
viewed for reasonableness (for example, any 
unexpectedly large or small amounts or any 
old open production order numbers) and are 
compared to the preliminary general ledger. 
(The preliminary general ledger reflects the 
summarized output of the inventory and other 
computerized systems.)
Reports of Variances from Standards. The ac­
counting department also receives copies of 
reports of variances from standards, which are 
sent to the cost accounting department. These 
reports are produced from the inventory files 
and from the files of other computerized app li­
cation systems (for example, payroll files, ac­
counts payable files). Cost accounting person­
nel reconcile the control totals on variance 
reports with perpetual inventory reports and 
with output reports of other systems. For exam­
ple, the purchase price variance report (listing
quantities purchased of each raw material, the 
extended prices at standard and actual cost, 
and the variance between the standard actual 
prices) is reconciled with the quantities and 
dollars of purchases at standard cost in the 
perpetual inventory report and with the actual 
purchases reported by the accounts payable 
system. The cost accounting department uses 
the variance reports to identify unusual items 
to investigate and to adjust standards if the 
investigation indicates that inaccurate stand­
ards exist.
Updated Files. When both the accounting 
and cost accounting departments are satisfied 
in regard to the validity of the monthly reports, 
the EDP department is notified. That depart­
ment then performs month-end processing of 
the perpetual inventory file, setting the open­
ing balance for the next month to reflect the 
current month’s closing balance and setting 
the fields for accumulating month-to-date to­
tals at zero. The summary of the month’s trans­
actions for each inventory product is recorded 
on historical files that maintain monthly totals 
of purchases and consumption for raw mate­
rials and of production and sales for finished 
goods.
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Additional Reports. Reports of open sales or­
ders (which also indicate back orders) and 
reports of open purchase orders are also pro­
duced monthly for review by the sales service
and purchasing departments, respectively. 
This information is also available upon inquiry 
at any time through CRT display stations.
Quarterly Processing
At the end of each fiscal quarter, perpetual 
inventory files are compared to certain histori­
cal files, resulting in inventory turnover and 
sales and profitability-by-product reports. 
These reports provide, on an exception basis, 
indications of the raw materials and finished 
goods that may be slow-moving or over­
stocked, based on the last six months’ activity, 
and indications of the finished goods that are 
not being sold at prices that yield a normal 
gross profit. The accounting department
checks these reports by comparing the re­
ports’ control totals to the sum of the last six 
monthly totals, which they maintain. The a c ­
counting department also compares its closing 
inventory balances for the most recent month 
to those on the reports. Management uses the 
reports in formulating marketing strategies and 
plans for disposal of obsolete inventory; ac­
counting personnel use the same reports for 
determination of inventory reserves.
Physical Inventory Procedures
The company takes two complete physical in­
ventories a year: one at the end of April and 
one at the end of October. The October inven­
tory is observed by the company’s independ­
ent auditors. In addition, on the basis of the 
perpetual inventory quantities contained in the 
files, the computerized inventory system iden­
tifies certain items to be counted during the 
year. The requests for counts are generated 
whenever a perpetual inventory quantity be­
comes negative or when a raw material quan­
tity reaches its reorder point. Whenever physi­
cal counts are made, the perpetual records 
are adjusted to agree with the counts. (See 
“ Accounting Department Transactions,” p. 11.)
Overview of Physical Inventory Counting.
Figure 6 depicts the processing of physical 
inventory count cards to obtain physical inven­
tory quantities summarized by product.
The details of this processing are de­
scribed in the following section, and a more 
detailed flowchart appears in Appendix D (ex­
hibits 1 through 6).
Counting. For the April and October physical 
inventories, the plant is closed for two days, 
and each inventoriable item is counted. As a 
count is made, a member of the count team 
records the identifying information and the 
quantity counted, initials the card, and at­
taches the card and a stub containing identi­
cal data to the inventoried item. After a count 
is recorded by the counting team, a second 
team recounts the items and initials the cards
as an indication of their recount. When count­
ing and recounting are completed in an area, 
the count cards are removed from their stub 
portions, they are collected, and their numeri­
cal sequence is checked. (Any cards assigned 
to the area that were voided are so noted, and 
they are inserted in their proper sequential 
place.)
Batching Count Cards. The cards are then 
sent to the accounting office, along with a 
transmittal sheet showing the first card num­
ber, the last card number, and the number of 
cards used, unused, and voided. Accounting 
personnel record the cards on a master count 
card control log. The cards are then sent to 
coding clerks, who check the cards to deter­
mine whether the count information is present 
and whether it is in acceptable format (for ex­
ample, “yards” are uniformly identified as 
“ yd.” ). If count information is missing, the card 
is returned to the counting area for completion. 
The coding clerks also convert any information 
that was recorded in a nonstandard unit of 
measurement to the correct unit of measure­
ment and indicate on each card whether it 
represents a raw material, work in process, or 
a finished good. Voided and unused cards are 
coded as “ void” and sent to a designated 
clerk.
The coding clerk puts the used cards into 
batches of 25 and creates a control total of the 
quantity fields for the batch. The coding clerk 
enters the control total on a batch header and 
forwards the batch and the header to the con-
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trol clerk. The control clerk assigns a sequen­
tial number to the batch and records the batch 
number and the control total in the count card 
control log. Unused and voided cards are 
batched separately from used cards, and the 
control total is the card count. Batches are 
then sent to the I/O control section of the EDP 
department.
The I/O clerk records the batches in a log 
as they are received. The I/O clerk determines 
whether the batches are received in sequential 
order and immediately informs the control 
clerk in accounting if sequence errors exist. 
The last batch prepared in accounting will be 
identified so that the I/O clerk will know when 
all data has been received.
Keying, Editing, and Batch Balancing. The 
batches and batch headers are then sent to 
the key entry area, where they are keyed and 
completely verified. The keyed data is then 
processed through batch-balancing and edit­
ing programs. The editing consists of deter­
mining
•  Whether each used card contains a nu­
meric field for card number, identification 
number (material I.D. for raw materials, the 
production or rework order number for 
work in process, and the style number for 
finished goods), and quantity.
•  Whether each card contains a unit of 
measure and an inventory type code (raw 
material, work in process, or finished 
good).
•  Whether the identification number is valid 
for the type of inventory and whether the 
unit of measure is proper for the identifica­
tion number.
Cards coded as void are edited to deter­
mine that the balance of the card does not 
contain any identifying data other than card 
number.
Batches that pass the batch-balancing and 
editing tests are output to a machine-readable 
file of accepted transactions. Batches that fail 
the batch-balancing or the editing tests are 
rejected, and details of the rejected batches 
are printed, along with the reason for the re­
jection (for example, imbalance or items fa il­
ing edit tests). These batches and items are 
output to a machine-readable file of rejected 
transactions.
Correcting Rejected Batches. The reports of 
accepted and rejected batches are given to 
the I/O clerk, along with the original source 
documents and batch headers. The clerks 
check the reports of rejected batches against 
the source documents to determine whether 
any of the rejections were caused by erro­
neous key entry. If key entry errors are found, 
the corrections are noted on the report, and 
the report is sent to key entry for correction. If 
there are no key entry errors or if such errors 
do not account for all of the rejections, the 
clerk first records in the batch log the fact that 
the batch was returned to accounting and the 
reason for the rejection and then sends the 
batch report to the accounting department for 
correction. The accepted batches are re­
corded in the I/O clerk’s log, and the report of 
accepted batches is forwarded to the account­
ing department control clerk.
The control clerk in the accounting depart­
ment records the receipt of accepted and re­
jected batches in a log. The clerk distributes 
the rejected batches and the report of rejected 
batches to the appropriate coding clerks so 
that the report may be reviewed and the 
batches corrected. The coding clerk corrects 
the data and batch totals and sends the batch 
and report of rejected items to the control 
clerk. The control clerk records the date of 
resubmission in the accounting department 
log and, if appropriate, changes the control 
total for the batch. The batch and report con­
taining corrections are submitted to the I/O 
control department.
The I/O clerk records the receipt of the 
batch containing corrections in the I/O control 
log and submits the corrected data for key 
entry and processing of the entire batch 
through the batch-balancing and editing pro­
grams.
Identifying Duplicate or Missing Count 
Cards. When all the batches of physical in­
ventory count cards have passed the balanc­
ing and editing tests, the data is processed 
through a program that accounts for the nu­
merical sequence of the count cards and that 
produces an exception report of missing o r 
duplicate cards. This report is sent to the con­
trol clerk in accounting.
The control clerk investigates the duplicate 
cards by examining the sorted count cards; 
the cause is generally a miskeyed card num­
ber. The clerk makes the correction on the 
exception report and adjusts the missing count 
card report, because the card that was mis­
keyed will be shown as "m issing.” For the 
other missing cards, the control clerk identifies 
the inventory areas to which the card was as­
signed and contacts the area supervisor to 
locate the card or, if it cannot be found, to 
send the details of the inventory to which the 
stub of the card is attached. If the information 
comes from the counting area without a card, 
the control clerk uses an unissued card to 
record the information and changes the num­
ber on that card to the original inventory card
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number. The control clerk then creates a batch 
of the substitute and “ found” cards and re­
cords the batch In the accounting depart­
ment’s control log.
The corrected duplicate card report and 
the new batch of cards are then processed In 
the same manner as the original cards were. 
This Includes the reprocessing of the program 
that produces the missing and duplicate card 
report.
Summarizing the Physical Inventory Count. 
When no missing or duplicate cards are re­
ported, the data from the original cards Is 
processed. The output Is a list of the data on 
every card and an overall quantity total. This 
report is sent to the control clerk In account­
ing.
The control clerk compares the total on the 
report to the footing of the accounting depart­
ment batch control log. The clerk then com­
pares the listing of cards to the master Inven­
tory card control that was created as cards 
were returned from various counting areas In 
order to determine that the classification of 
each card (i.e., used, unused, or void) has not 
changed. If there are any discrepancies, the 
clerk obtains copies of the keypunched cards 
and reviews them with the supervisor to deter­
mine whether a change to any card is re­
quired. Changes, If any, are noted on the re­
port and sent back for key entry and 
reprocessing. When the changes have been 
made and the accounting department has re­
ceived a correct copy of the detail Inventory 
card listing, the control clerk In accounting 
notifies the EDP department to continue proc­
essing the inventory data.
The Inventory data (the magnetic file of 
accepted cards) Is then processed through a 
series of programs that accomplishes the fol­
lowing:
•  Sorts the data by identification number.
•  Prints a report (in inventory identification 
number sequence) listing the details of 
each card, the subtotal of quantities for 
each identification number, and the overall 
quantity total.
•  Produces a summary machine-readable 
record showing total quantity by identifica­
tion number.
This report is sent to the accounting de­
partment, where the total quantity is balanced 
against the total quantity reflected on the de­
tail inventory card listing. If the reports are In 
agreement, processing is done to reflect the 
physical inventory counts In the perpetual in­
ventory records.
Recording of Physical Inventory. Figure 7 
depicts the processing of the summarized
physical inventory file to update the perpetual 
inventory records.
The details of this processing are de­
scribed In the following pages, and a more 
detailed flowchart of the processing appears 
in exhibits 7 through 9 of Appendix D.
Comparison of Physical to Perpetual Inventory. 
The file containing summarized physical In­
ventory quantity information is compared to the 
data recorded on the perpetual inventory files. 
As a result of this processing, a report is gen­
erated, listing, for each identification number, 
the quantity according to the physical inven­
tory records, the quantity according to the per­
petual inventory file, and the difference. This 
report is sent to the accounting department.
The control clerk in the accounting depart­
ment compares the totals In this report (a) to 
those in the report that summarized the physi­
cal inventory quantities and (5) to those In the 
pre-inventory count perpetual Inventory re­
ports. The report is then sent to the accounting 
manager, who reviews it for any large or unu­
sual differences between physical and perpet­
ual quantities. If this review indicates that 
certain Items should be recounted, the 
accounting manager prepares a request for re­
count and sends it to the affected area. The 
supervisor of the area containing the Inventory 
to be recounted is responsible for counting the 
Identified item, without knowledge of the previ­
ously recorded quantity. The supervisor then 
enters the appropriate data and signs the re­
quest for recount form. The form Is returned to 
the accounting department, where the recount 
quantity Is compared to the original count.
If an adjustment Is required, an adjustment 
to physical inventory form is completed. The 
adjustment forms are batched and are subject 
to the controls over processing of file mainte­
nance requests. (See "Processing of File Main­
tenance Transactions,” p. 23.) When account­
ing is satisfied that the recounts have been 
made and the corrections, If any, recorded, a 
new physical-to-perpetual-inventory compari­
son report is produced. This is sent to the cost 
accounting department for use in investigating 
differences and adjusting bill of material 
standards If any differences indicate inaccur­
ate standards.
Updating the Perpetual Inventory Records.
The last step In the physical Inventory proc­
essing Is the accounting department's request 
to the EDP department to replace the month- 
end perpetual Inventory quantities with the 
ending physical Inventory quantities.
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Chapter 4
Application Controls in the 
Specified System
Statement on Auditing Standards no. 3 identi­
fies two basic types of EDP accounting control 
procedures: general controls, which relate to 
all EDP activities, and application controls, 
which relate to specific accounting applica­
tions.
The auditor considers both general and 
application controls in the study and evalua­
tion of internal accounting control. A weakness 
in general controls can affect the reliability of 
every application system. The effects of such 
weaknesses are described in the AICPA audit 
and accounting guide, The Auditor's Study 
and Evaluation of Internal Control in EDP Sys­
tems, and are not repeated in this guideline. 
However, the reader should be aware of the 
importance that general controls have in the
review and testing of an application system 
such as inventory.
This chapter describes how control proce­
dures in the specified inventory system help to 
meet the objectives of application controls, as 
they are discussed in the audit guide. The 
controls are divided into three categories:
•  Input controls
•  Processing controls
•  Output controls
The example control procedures are only a 
few of the ways in which application control 
objectives can be met, and the absence of 
these individual controls from a computerized 
inventory system would not necessarily be an 
internal control weakness.
Input Controls
‘‘ Input controls are designed to provide rea­
sonable assurance that data received for proc­
essing by EDP have been properly authorized, 
converted into machine sensible form and 
identified, and that data . . . have not been 
lost, suppressed, added, duplicated, or other­
wise improperly changed.”1 Input controls in­
clude controls over (1) authorization of input,
(2) input conversion and code verification, (3) 
data movement, and (4) error handling.
Authorization of Input. The following tech­
niques are used in the specified system to 
help assure that input is authorized:
•  Approval procedures
•  Prenumbered forms
•  I/O control function
Approval Procedures. The specified inventory 
system requires appropriate approval of all
transactions. Every day, supervisory personnel 
approve each batch of transactions before it is 
submitted for processing. In physical inventory 
processing, the count cards are initialed by 
both the counter and recounter. In file mainte­
nance processing, transactions are approved 
individually by the supervisor of the originat­
ing department and can be submitted only 
through the supervisor’s office.
Prenumbered Forms. To help assure that the 
approval procedures are followed, all transac­
tions (except file maintenance transactions) 
must be entered on authorized forms that con­
tain preprinted sequential document numbers; 
and the sequence of these forms is checked 
during processing. Sequence checking results 
in the document accountability report in daily 
processing and the duplicate or missing count 
card report in physical inventory processing. 
These reports are reviewed by appropriate su­
1 AICPA, statement on Auditing Standards no. 3, The Effects o f EDP on the Auditor’s Study and Evaluation of Internal 
Control (New York: 1974), paragraph 8.
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pervisory personnel in the originating depart­
ments.
I/O Control Function. The I/O control section 
also helps assure that input is authorized. All 
transactions must be submitted to them for in­
put to the inventory system, and they accept 
transactions only from authorized sources.
Input Conversion and Code Verification.
The conversion of input to machine-readable 
form is controlled in the specified system by a 
variety of techniques:
•  Scanning of input
•  Key verification
•  Batch control
•  Batch balancing and editing
Scanning. To help assure that the information 
on the documents is complete and in the cor­
rect format, the clerk in the originating depart­
ment reviews the daily processing transactions 
as they are batched. In physical inventory 
processing, the coding clerks in the account­
ing department check whether all required in­
formation is present and whether standard 
coding (for example, yards as “yd .” ) has been 
used.
Key Verification. Key entry errors made in 
converting the input to machine-readable form 
should be detected by key verification, that is, 
by rekeying the information a second time and 
comparing the results. This technique can 
help identify errors that other controls cannot 
detect. For example, an error in entering an 
item identification number could result in an 
incorrect identification number that is valid for 
another item. File maintenance transactions 
and physical inventory count cards are com­
pletely key-verified. The high volume of trans­
actions for daily processing reduces the cost 
effectiveness of the technique; however, se­
lected information that is not checked by other 
control procedures is key-verified.
Batch Control. The batching of transactions 
helps assure that transactions are not lost or 
added during conversion. For all inventory 
processing, transactions of each type are 
grouped into batches of a small, specified 
number. The batch is given a sequential batch 
number, which is recorded in the originating 
department’s log; and a batch control header 
document is prepared, containing identifying 
information and the control total.
Batch Balancing and Editing. To help identify 
errors in the input, the specified system makes 
extensive use of batch balancing and editing
programs. Batch balancing  means checking 
whether the control total prepared by the orig i­
nating department matches the computer-gen­
erated control total based on the machine- 
readable data. Computer editing  is the proc­
essing of data through programs that check for 
a variety of conditions (for example, that all 
material identification numbers are numeric). 
The edit criteria for daily processing are 
shown in exhibit 3-4 on p. 15, and edit criteria 
for physical inventory processing are listed in 
chapter 3, p. 29. Both the I/O clerks and the 
originating departments review the batch bal­
ancing and error reports generated by the sys­
tem. File maintenance transactions are bal­
anced only on record count and are not edited 
to the same extent that other transactions are 
edited, but their accuracy is controlled in other 
ways. (See the “ Output Controls” section on 
p. 36.)
Data Movement. To control data movement 
between departments and between processing 
steps, the specified system uses the following 
techniques:
•  Logging and tracking of batches.
•  Run-to-run controls and reconciliation to 
related records.
•  Anticipation control.
Logging and Tracking of Batches. The proce­
dures for logging batches in daily processing 
are described on p. 11 “ Data Preparation, En­
try, Balancing, and Editing.” Several proce­
dures apply to control over data movement:
•  Limiting the batches to 50 transactions of 
one type keeps the batches manageable 
and convenient to work with if an error is 
discovered.
•  Sequence checking by the I/O clerks and 
use of batch transmittal forms with sequen­
tial batch numbers help to identify missing 
batches.
•  Calculating the control totals on the quan­
tity field highlights discrepancies in quan­
tity data and in record count. Both the I/O 
control section and the originating depart­
ment compare the control totals on the out­
put reports to the original batch control 
total.
•  Logging the batches in the originating de­
partment and in the I/O control section 
each time a transfer of data occurs (in­
cluding returns of rejected batches and 
submissions of corrections) highlights any 
misplaced batches.
These same general procedures are fol­
lowed in physical inventory processing as part 
of the logging procedures described in the
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“ Counting” section on p. 27. In addition, per­
sonnel record the sequential document num­
ber of the first card in the batch, the number of 
the last card in the batch, and whether the 
cards are used, unused, or voided. This addi­
tional procedure helps identify (1) whether a 
portion of the batch has been dropped, (2) 
whether any count cards have been added to 
the batch, and (3) whether any count cards 
have changed status (for example, from “ void” 
to “ used” ).
The log of file maintenance transactions 
includes, for each batch, (1) the number of 
transactions, (2) transaction type (addition, 
deletion, or change), and (3) the anticipated 
total of master file records after the batch has 
been processed. The inclusion of the antici­
pated total allows reconciliation of the output 
report to the log.
Run-to-Run Controls and Reconciliation to Re­
lated Records. Run-to-run control totals are 
checked at various points in inventory system 
processing; they are discussed under “ Proc­
essing Controls.” Examples of reconciliation 
for control over data movement are
•  Reconciliation of the control totals on the 
monthly inventory balances report with the 
daily inventory balances report for the last 
day of the month (“ Monthly Processing,” 
p. 24).
•  Reconciliation of the control totals on the 
quarterly reports of six-month activity with 
the sum of the last six monthly totals 
(“ Quarterly Processing,” p. 27).
Anticipation Control. This technique is based 
on the anticipated receipt of particular data. It 
is used in file maintenance transaction proc­
essing: the I/O control section expects to re­
ceive one batch of file maintenance transac­
tions per day from each originating 
department. If no transactions are to be proc­
essed that day, the “ batch” should indicate 
“ No Changes.” If no batch is received, the I/O 
clerks will investigate. Another example of an 
anticipation control is in daily processing; a 
program matches transfer forms submitted for 
the receipt and issuance of materials to help 
assure (1) that inventory items transferred from 
one department to another were both sent and 
received, (2) that the same inventory identifi­
cation number items were received as were 
sent, and (3) that the same quantities were 
received as were sent.
Error Handling. The error-handling proce­
dures in daily processing are described under 
“ Data Preparation, Entry, Balancing, and Edit­
ing” on p. 11, and the procedures in the physi­
cal inventory processing are described on
p. 27 under “ Counting.” The following tech­
niques are used to maintain control over the 
errors detected in daily processing until they 
have been resolved:
Error monitoring by the I/O control section. 
Maintenance of error control totals. 
Authorization of corrections.
Logging of errors.
Maintenance of original input controls for 
resubmitted transactions.
Error Monitoring by the I/O Control Section.
The I/O control section is organizationally in­
dependent of both the originating departments 
and EDP operations, systems, and program­
ming. By reviewing batch balancing and error 
reports and by implementing the four controls 
discussed in the subsequent paragraphs, the 
section monitors error handling and serves as 
a check on both EDP and the originating de­
partments.
Maintenance of Error Control Totals. Errors 
detected by the batch-balancing and editing 
programs are recorded on a machine-readable 
file, and a control total is generated. Personnel 
reconcile the control totals of the accepted- 
items file and the rejected-items file with the 
original batch control total to help assure that 
all transactions have been included on either 
of the two files and that none have been 
dropped.
Authorization of Corrections. The I/O control 
section reviews all the data items rejected by 
the inventory system programs and compares 
the rejected items to the source documents to 
determine which department caused the error: 
EDP or the originating department. The I/O 
control section helps maintain control over au­
thorization of input by allowing the EDP de­
partment to correct only the errors it caused 
(for example, erroneous key entry) and by en­
suring that the originating department corrects 
its own erroneous transactions. The EDP de­
partment is not allowed to initiate transactions.
Logging of Errors. The I/O clerks log the re­
jected items sent back to the originating de­
partments and record the reason for the rejec­
tion. The rejected items from the batches that 
balanced are also stored on a machine-read- 
able file of suspense items. Every week, the 
supervisors in the originating departments are 
notified in two ways of any unresolved errors:
•  The supervisor of the I/O control section 
reviews the I/O control log manually for 
uncleared items and discusses them with 
the supervisor in the originating depart­
ment.
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•  The system generates a weekly report of 
error suspense items, which is sent to the 
supervisors.
The originating department also logs er­
rors, both as the error reports are received and 
as the corrected transactions are resubmitted.
M aintenance o f O rig ina l Input Controls. The 
specified system requires that the corrected
transactions that are resubmitted for process­
ing go through the same control procedures as 
the original transactions. These include author­
ization by supervisory personnel, batching, 
logging, key verification, use of control totals, 
and rerunning of the batch-balancing and edit­
ing prograrns.
Processing Controls
Processing controls are designed to prevent or 
detect (1) failure to process all input transac­
tions, or erroneous processing of the same in­
put more than once, (2) processing and updat­
ing of the wrong file or files, (3) processing of 
illogical or unreasonable input, and (4) loss or 
distortion of data during processing.2 The 
processing control techniques used in the 
specified system include
•  Use of control totals and run-to-run con­
trols.
•  Programmed lim it and reasonableness 
tests.
Use of Control Totals and Run-to-Run Con­
trols. Control totals are used for the follow­
ing:
•  Daily, monthly, and quarterly processing of 
transactions affecting inventory quantities. 
These transactions usually are totalled on 
the quantity field.
•  Processing of file maintenance transac­
tions, which are usually totalled on the 
number of transactions in the batch and 
controlled by the number of records ex­
pected to exist on the master file after the 
batch is processed.
•  Physical inventory processing. These 
transactions are totalled on the quantity 
field.
These totals are checked at various points 
in the processing to help ensure that data re­
mains complete and accurate throughout proc­
essing (run-to-run control). For example, in 
physical inventory processing, the control to­
tals are calculated and checked at each proc­
essing step:
•  In itiation o f Transactions. Control totals of 
the count cards’ quantity fields are calcu­
lated as the count cards are batched.
Cards without quantity information (void or 
unused cards) are batched separately us­
ing the number of cards as the control 
total. The totals are recorded in the ac­
counting department batch control log as 
they are submitted to EDP and in the I/O 
control log as EDP receives them,
•  Key Entry, Editing, and M issing or D up li­
cate Count Card Processing. After keying 
and processing of the batch-balancing 
and editing programs, the control totals 
are compared to those in the logs.
•  Resubm ission o f Corrected Transactions. 
Control totals are calculated for batches of 
corrections and for batches of substitute or 
"found” cards, and the totals are recorded 
in the accounting department and I/O con­
trol logs.
•  Count Card Listing. After corrections are 
processed, the control total on the detail 
inventory card listing is compared to the 
footing of the accounting department batch 
control log.
•  Count Card Summarization. After proc­
essing to summarize the cards, the control 
totals on the summarized physical inven­
tory file report are compared to the control 
totals on the detail inventory card listing.
•  Book-to-Physical-lnventory Comparison. 
After processing the comparison program, 
the control totals on the report of the com­
parison of physical to perpetual inventory 
quantities are compared to the control to­
tals on the summarized physical inventory 
report and to the last perpetual inventory 
report generated before the physical in­
ventory.
•  Processing o f Adjustments. Adjustment to 
physical inventory forms are batched, and 
control totals are calculated and logged,
2 AICPA, The Auditor’s Study and Evaluation o f Internal Control in EDP Systems (New York: 1977), p. 56.
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Control totals are checked after the forms 
have been processed to update the sum­
marized physical inventory file.
Reprocessing o f the Comparison. After 
reprocessing of the comparison program, 
the control totals on the new comparison- 
of-physical-to-perpetual-inventory report 
are compared to the control totals on the 
new summarized physical inventory report 
and to the last perpetual inventory report 
generated before the physical inventory.
U pdating o f Perpetual Inventory 
Records. After the perpetual inventory 
update program is run, the control totals 
on the updated perpetual inventory file are
compared to the control totals on the sum­
marized physical inventory file.
Programmed Limit and Reasonableness 
Tests. The following are the major uses of 
limit and reasonableness tests in the specified 
system:
•  The editing programs for daily processing, 
whose criteria are shown in exhibit 3-4.
•  The editing programs for physical inven­
tory processing, whose criteria are out­
lined in chapter 3 under “ Keying, Editing, 
and Batch Balancing,” p. 29.
•  The identification of duplicate or missing 
physical inventory count cards.
Output Controls
"Output controls are designed to assure the 
accuracy of the processing result . . . and to 
ensure that only authorized personnel receive 
the output.”3 In the specified system, output is 
controlled (1) by review of processing results 
and (2) by output distribution controls.
Review of Processing Results. Throughout 
the specified system, personnel review the ac­
curacy of processing results by comparing 
them to other information and source docu­
ments. It is an especially useful technique for 
processing data for which certain input and 
processing controls are impractical. For exam­
ple, file maintenance transactions are not ed­
ited in the specified system, and the control 
total is only the transaction count; however, 
the output includes a report showing the im­
age of the master file record both before and 
after the file maintenance transaction is proc­
essed. The secretary to the supervisor in the 
originating department proofreads the “ after” 
record on the report, comparing it to the 
source document in order to determine 
whether the transaction was recorded properly.
Other examples of this technique include 
the following;
•  The review of the daily inventory balances 
report, and the perpetual inventory recon­
ciliation. Originating department personnel 
check the report’s opening balance to see
if it agrees with the previous day’s closing 
balance and reconcile the transaction to­
tals and ending balances to the manually 
maintained control log.
•  The accounting department’s review of the 
monthly inventory balances report of the 
last day of the month, including the review 
for reasonableness (any unexpectedly 
large or small amounts, etc.), and the com­
parison to the preliminary general ledger.
•  The accounting department’s comparison 
of the quarterly reports of six-month activ­
ity to the last six monthly inventory bal­
ances reports.
Distribution of Output. The major tech­
niques used to help ensure that only author­
ized personnel receive copies of the output of 
the specified system are (1) establishment of a 
report distribution manual and (2) distribution 
of output by the I/O control section. In addition 
to performing the other control procedures d is­
cussed throughout this chapter, the I/O clerks 
scan the reports for completeness and read­
ability and distribute the reports according to 
management authorization (and in accordance 
with the report distribution manual). These for­
mal procedures help ensure that output is de­
livered on a timely basis to properly author­
ized personnel.
3 SAS no. 3, paragraph 8c,
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Chapter 5
Possible Audit Procedures 
for the Specified System
This chapter describes some of the types of 
computer-related audit procedures that might 
be performed in a study of the EDP accounting 
controls and substantive tests of the computer­
ized inventory system described in chapters 3 
and 4. The examples of EDP-related proce­
dures for the specified system are provided to 
assist the reader in understanding audit proce­
dures applicable to computerized inventory 
systems. They do not represent a comprehen­
sive list of all procedures, nor do they repre­
sent minimum or preferred procedures.
Certain of the EDP-related audit proce­
dures that are described overlap and are 
aimed at the same audit objective; some ac­
complish tasks that may be done manually.
The auditor should select an appropriate com­
bination of EDP and manual procedures on the 
basis of the circumstances and the expected 
effectiveness and efficiency of each proce­
dure.
For convenience in locating the proce­
dures in the text, “ Compliance Tests’’ and 
“ Substantive Procedures” headings have been 
used. The procedures are closely interrelated, 
and in practice they may concurrently provide 
both evidence of compliance with accounting 
controls and evidence for substantive pur­
poses. Although listed separately, certain 
compliance tests would generally be per­
formed concurrently.
Background
This document does not discuss the effects of 
general EDP controls, although the auditor 
considers their effects in the evaluation of the 
inventory application controls. Guidance on 
the effects of general control weaknesses is 
provided by the AICPA audit and accounting 
guide, The A udito r’s Study and Evaluation of 
Internal Control in EDP Systems.
For purposes of discussion, the audit pro­
cedures have been divided into the following 
categories:
Understanding the application.
Designing audit procedures.
Compliance tests of controls over process­
ing of perpetual inventory transactions. 
Compliance tests of controls over physical 
inventory procedures.
Substantive procedures.
Understanding the Application
The auditor begins the study and evaluation of 
the computerized inventory system by review­
ing the portion of the accounting system and 
the accounting controls related to inventory. 
This provides the auditor with an understand­
ing of the inventory system, including both 
EDP and non-EDP segments. The study and 
evaluation should provide the auditor with an 
understanding (1) of the extent to which EDP 
is used in processing inventory transactions, 
(2) of the flow of transactions through the in­
ventory system, (3) of the basic structure of 
accounting control over inventory, (4) of the 
types of material errors or irregularities that 
could occur, and (5) of the potential effect of 
accounting control strengths and weaknesses 
on auditing procedures. This information is 
usually obtained through inquiry, observation, 
review of documentation, tracing of transac­
tions, and use of control questionnaires and 
checklists.
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In reviewing application controls over the
inventory system, the auditor should identify
the following:
a. Transactions. Computerized systems em­
ploy a finite number of transaction types. 
The source of each transaction and its ef­
fect on accounting records w ill influence 
the nature, timing, and extent of audit pro­
cedures to be employed. Audit documen­
tation usually includes a list of all transac­
tion types (indicating the source of the 
transaction), obtained by inquiry of client 
personnel and review of documentation.
b. Flow o f Transactions. The auditor needs 
a description of the flow of documents rep­
resenting transactions in order to under­
stand the types of errors or irregularities 
that could occur. The description should 
include procedures for originating data, re­
ceiving data within the EDP function, con­
verting that data into machine-readable 
form, editing and capturing data within the 
system, and assuring that rejected transac­
tions are corrected and resubmitted 
promptly. Audit documentation of the flow
of transactions may consist of flowcharts, 
narratives, memoranda, decision tables, 
and samples of client documents used to 
control transactions.
c. EDP Processing Steps. An understanding 
of the processing performed, of its se­
quence, and of the information retained by 
the system enables an auditor to design 
audit procedures effectively. The auditor 
typically obtains this understanding by re­
viewing the systems flowchart (such as the 
ones presented in the appendixes), obtain­
ing narrative descriptions of system proc­
essing, and obtaining copies of file for­
mats and descriptions of the information 
available in machine-readable form.
d. Reports. By obtaining and reviewing cop­
ies of reports produced by the system and 
by determining their distribution and 
usage, the auditor can identify the type of 
output controls in the system. By tracing 
input information through the system to the 
report, the auditor can confirm an under­
standing of the system and begin planning 
appropriate audit procedures.
Designing Audit Procedures
After obtaining a basic understanding of the 
inventory system, the auditor would design the 
audit procedures. The auditor would consider 
the combination of substantive and com pli­
ance tests that will accomplish the audit ob­
jectives most efficiently and effectively. (See 
SAS no. 3, paragraph 26.)
The auditor in this example has agreed to 
observe the physical inventory count on Octo­
ber 31, although the fiscal year-end is Decem­
ber 31. Although the auditor has decided to 
rely upon certain perpetual inventory system 
controls for updating the inventory records and 
also has performed certain substantive proce­
dures, the applicab ility  of such procedures in 
other circumstances (e.g., if the client takes a 
complete inventory at year-end or if the client 
takes the physical inventory on a cyclical ba­
sis throughout the year) rests on the individual 
auditor’s judgment.
These example procedures include use of 
audit software (whether a generalized audit 
package, specialized audit programs, or utility 
programs used for audit purposes). If use of 
audit software is not feasible because of a 
lack of compatible software, economics, or 
auditor skills for that computer system, manual 
techniques could usually be used to perform 
the audit procedures.
The example procedures also include 
many compliance tests of controls. If the audi­
tor decides, or is required by circumstances, 
to take a substantive approach, many of these 
procedures would not have to be performed. 
The auditor would perform the preliminary 
phase of the review, complete the review, and 
test only those controls on which he intends to 
rely. The auditor would set the scope of the 
substantive tests to accomplish the audit ob­
jectives.
Compliance Tests of Controls over Daily 
Processing of Perpetual Inventory Transactions
Because the physical inventory is taken, and 
observed by the auditor, two months before
the financial statement date, the auditor must 
be able to rely on the client’s accounting con­
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trols over perpetual inventory processing for 
the period from the physical inventory count to 
the balance sheet date. Accordingly, the audi­
tor would design auditing procedures to evalu­
ate whether the audited inventory as of Octo­
ber 31 is accurately updated to the financial 
statement date.
During the evaluation of EDP accounting 
controls over the inventory application, the 
auditor would identify controls on which it 
would be desirable to place reliance, com­
plete the review of those controls, and perform 
appropriate compliance tests. In the period 
between October 31 and year-end, the auditor 
would extend certain compliance tests to eval­
uate whether the controls continued to function 
and to provide assurance of the accuracy of 
the ending inventory. Example compliance 
tests of the following controls in the specified 
system are discussed in subsequent para­
graphs:
Prenumbered source documents.
I/O control function.
Key verification.
Batch controls.
Program edit and batch balancing. 
Transaction error suspense reporting. 
Authorization procedures for corrected 
transactions.
Matching of inventory transfers.
Daily reconciliation of inventory master file 
balances.
Prenumbered Source Documents. The use
of sequentially prenumbered source docu­
ments and subsequent accounting for se­
quence errors in processing help assure that 
transactions affecting inventory balances are 
not erroneously omitted, added, or duplicated 
in processing. The sequence checking of doc­
ument numbers and the printing of a document 
accountability report identify missing or dup li­
cate transaction document numbers. To in­
crease understanding and test this control, the 
auditor could
•  Discuss with appropriate personnel the 
procedures performed in response to the 
document accountability report.
•  Obtain a sample of document accountabil­
ity reports from throughout the audit pe­
riod.
•  Review evidence of the disposition of a 
sample of duplicate or missing docu­
ments.
Alternatively, the auditor might arrange for 
originating department personnel under audit 
supervision to generate sequence errors that 
document accountability processing should
detect, and the auditor would then evaluate 
whether these errors were in fact detected and 
reported. This procedure would be performed 
only with explic it client permission and under 
well-controlled circumstances to assure that 
this manipulation of data does not result in 
errors in accounting records.
I/O Control Function. The I/O control func­
tion helps assure that all authorized transac­
tions are processed completely and accu­
rately, that documents are forwarded to the 
appropriate personnel, and that rejected trans­
actions are corrected and promptly resubmit­
ted for processing. This control could be eval­
uated through the following procedures:
•  Inquiry of user and I/O control function 
personnel.
•  Review of the I/O control log.
•  Tracing of sample transactions and 
batches from the originating department 
control logs through the I/O control log to 
their ultimate disposition.
Key Verification. The description of the in­
ventory data entry procedure indicates that 
certain data elements of each transaction are 
key-verified. To evaluate the key verification 
control, the auditor could
•  Discuss the procedures with data entry 
personnel.
•  Review data entry instructions.
•  Observe the data entry and verification 
process.
•  Examine the cards sent to processing for 
evidence of key verification when data en­
try is performed by the use of cards.
•  Review error reports to determine the types 
and extent of errors that have occurred
Batch Controls. Each originating department 
groups source documents that represent trans­
actions affecting inventory quantities into 
batches of the same transaction type. Person­
nel determine a control total of the quantity of 
inventory included in each batch. Similarly, 
transactions or batches of transactions that are 
rejected from processing are recorded in the 
batch control logs, and personnel also record 
the resubmission of rejected data. These logs 
help assure that all batches of inventory t rans­
actions submitted to the data processing de­
partment are received, processed, and re­
turned and that rejected batches or individual 
transactions are identified, corrected, and 
promptly resubmitted for processing.
To evaluate whether this control is func­
tioning effectively, the auditor could
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•  Discuss the procedures with personnel in 
the originating departments who are re­
sponsible for maintaining the batch control 
logs.
•  Review the logs for indications of resub­
mission of rejected transactions.
•  Trace selected batches and rejected trans­
actions through the logs to the batch bal­
ancing reports and to their ultimate record­
ing.
Program Edit and Batch Balancing. After 
inventory transactions are converted to ma­
chine-readable form, they are processed 
through a batch-balancing and editing pro­
gram. The edit controls are described in ex­
hibit 3-4. To evaluate these programmed edit 
controls, the auditor could
•  Review detail program documentation.
•  Discuss the system with users, and review 
edit error reports to identify examples of 
each type of edit exception described in 
the documentation.
The auditor might also wish to develop test 
data to test whether each of the edit routines is 
functioning. The auditor would design the test 
data to incorporate each type of error, both 
separately and in combinations, that the pre­
scribed edits are designed to detect. The test 
data could then be processed by the batch- 
balancing and edit program, and the resulting 
report could be compared to the predeter­
mined processing results. This approach may 
be time consuming, but it may result in econ­
omies in subsequent tests of this control. The 
AICPA audit and accounting guide, Computer- 
Assisted A ud it Techniques, provides guidance 
on the circumstances in which use of test data 
would be appropriate and on procedures to 
help assure the effectiveness of the technique.
Transaction Error Suspense Reporting.
The batch-balancing and transaction-edit rou­
tines generate a cumulative transaction error 
suspense file. This file maintains the details of 
transactions that failed the edit tests until cor­
rections are submitted and processed. The 
transactions on the suspense file are printed 
each week and forwarded to the appropriate 
user department. This control procedure helps 
assure that rejected transactions w ill be cor­
rected and resubmitted. Possible audit proce­
dures to evaluate this control could include
•  Review of detailed documentation describ­
ing the control procedure,
•  Discussion of the use of the report by the 
departments responsible for initiating 
transactions.
•  Comparison of the details of the reports 
produced from the error suspense file to 
the details of rejected transactions in the 
related departmental batch control log.
Authorization Procedures for Corrected 
Transactions. In the specified inventory sys­
tem, rejected transactions, other than those 
caused by data entry errors, are to be cor­
rected only by the originating user department. 
This helps assure that transactions are author­
ized and that corrections are made accurately. 
To evaluate this control procedure, the auditor 
could
•  Make inquiries of data entry, I/O control, 
and originating department personnel.
•  Review the batch control logs in the orig i­
nating departments and the I/O control 
function in order to identify resubmitted 
batches or transactions, which the auditor 
could then review to evaluate whether cor­
rections were made by appropriate per­
sonnel.
•  Review the details of exceptions on the 
batch balancing, error, unmatched trans­
fers, and document accountability reports, 
and consider whether the listed items were 
corrected by appropriate personnel.
Matching of Inventory Transfers. The in­
ventory system uses multi-part forms to pro­
vide control over inventory transfers between 
departments. Copies are submitted separately 
to data processing by the issuing and the re­
ceiving department. When either the "transfer 
out” or “ transfer in” portion of an inventory 
transfer form is not received and processed 
through the inventory system, an exception re­
port entitled “ unmatched transfers” is printed. 
Originating department personnel use this re­
port to identify and correct missing transac­
tions. This procedure helps prevent loss or 
duplication of transactions affecting inventory 
quantities. The auditor could evaluate the 
functioning of this control by doing the follow­
ing;
•  Discussing it with originating department 
personnel.
•  Obtaining a sample of unmatched transfer 
reports and reviewing evidence of the d is­
position of selected unmatched transfers 
listed in the report.
The auditor could also test this control by 
creating intentional unmatched transfers as 
test data. The auditor should consider the cau­
tions regarding test data, discussed in “ Pro­
gram Edit and Batch Balancing.”
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Daily Reconciliation of Inventory Master 
File Balances. To maintain control over the 
quantity of each type of perpetual inventory, a 
document entitled ‘‘perpetual inventory recon­
cilia tion” is prepared (exhibit 3-10). The recon­
ciliation consists of balancing the previous 
day’s total inventory quantity against the cur­
rent day’s ending balance by adding and sub­
tracting the totals of accepted quantities of 
each batch submitted in the day’s processing 
(as reported on the batch balancing and error 
reports). This control helps to detect a failure 
to process all authorized transactions, the 
processing of unauthorized transactions, dup li­
cate processing of transactions, or the use of 
the wrong perpetual inventory master file for 
the transactions. Procedures to evaluate this 
control include
•  Discussion with personnel responsible for 
performing the reconciliation.
•  Selection of a sample of reconciliations 
during the period under review and tests 
of the reconciliation to evaluate its accu­
racy.
•  Tracing of selected batches and file bal­
ances to the related system-produced re­
ports.
Compliance Tests of Controls over Physical 
Inventory Procedures
After obtaining a basic understanding of the 
processing procedures and controls over the 
physical inventory (described in the “ Physical 
Inventory Procedures” section of chapter 3), 
the auditor would consider whether reliance on 
controls over the physical inventory proce­
dures would allow restriction of the extent of 
substantive tests of the inventory.
During the processing of physical inven­
tory data, the auditor usually would identify 
controls on which reliance is planned and per­
form compliance tests of those control proce­
dures— in addition to observing the count and 
gathering information needed to perform sub­
stantive tests.
Procedures to evaluate the following con­
trols in the specified system are discussed in 
this section:
Independent multiple counts.
Prenumbered count cards with detachable 
stubs.
Clerical review of completed count cards. 
Key verification.
Count card batch control procedures. 
Batch-balancing and transaction-editing 
programs.
Run-to-run controls.
User department correction of rejected 
data.
Independent Multiple Counts. Subsequent 
independent verification of each count before 
the data is submitted for processing provides 
greater assurance that the submitted counts 
are accurate. The auditor could evaluate this 
control procedure in the following ways:
•  Reviewing instructions given to the inven­
tory count teams.
•  Observing the recount procedure.
•  Noting evidence of initials of the recount 
team on the inventory count cards.
Prenumbered Count Cards with Detachable 
Stubs. The use of prenumbered inventory 
count cards with detachable stubs, and the 
associated control log and programmed se­
quence-checking of count cards, helps assure 
that cards are not lost, suppressed, or duplica­
ted and that unauthorized cards are not 
added. If planning to rely on these controls, 
the auditor would evaluate their functioning by 
procedures such as the following:
Determining the range of authorized count 
card numbers.
Observing physical inventory count proce­
dures.
Reviewing the count card control log. 
Reviewing written instructions for maintain­
ing control over count card sequence num­
bers.
Inquiring of personnel responsible for 
maintaining the controls.
Reviewing the missing/duplicate count 
card reports and the disposition of excep­
tions.
Clerical Review of Completed Count 
Cards. After the physical inventory count is 
completed, the count cards are forwarded to 
the accounting department, and clerical per­
sonnel review them to determine their com­
pleteness and accuracy before sending them
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to the EDP department. This review provides 
additional control over the accuracy of count 
card information submitted for processing, and 
it reduces the number of items rejected during 
computer processing. However, this procedure 
permits clerical personnel to initiate changes 
to data; the auditor should consider whether 
the circumstances under which this procedure 
is performed are appropriate. The auditor may 
wish to do the following:
•  Review written instructions to the persons 
performing this manual edit.
•  Interview and observe the clerical person­
nel performing the function.
•  Review selected modifications that were 
initiated in the procedure.
Key Verification. The description of the in­
ventory count card data entry procedure indi­
cates that all data are key-verified. Key verifi­
cation of the inventory identification number is 
particularly important because a keying error 
could result in an incorrect number that is a 
valid number for another item. The auditor 
could evaluate the functioning of this proce­
dure by doing the following:
•  Discussing the procedure with data entry 
personnel.
•  Reviewing data entry instructions.
•  Observing the data entry and verification 
process.
•  Examining the cards sent to processing for 
evidence of key verification when data en­
try is performed by the use of cards.
•  Reviewing error reports to determine the 
types and extent of errors that have oc­
curred.
Count Card Batch Control Procedures.
Before the accounting department sends the 
count cards to the data processing depart­
ment, the cards are grouped into manageable 
batches, a control total based on the quantity 
of inventory included in the batch is devel­
oped, a batch control header document is pre­
pared, and the batch is recorded with a se­
quential batch number in a batch control log.
A sim ilar batch control log is maintained in the 
I/O control section of the data processing de­
partment. These logs help assure that all 
batches of cards submitted to the data proc­
essing department are received, processed, 
and returned and that rejected batches or re­
jected count cards are identified, corrected, 
and promptly resubmitted for processing. To 
evaluate whether this control is functioning ef­
fectively, the auditor could
•  Discuss the procedures for maintaining
batch control with accounting department 
personnel and I/O control personnel.
•  Review batch control logs, noting indica­
tions of resubmission of rejected transac­
tions.
•  Trace the rejected items to the Batch Bal­
ance Error List.
The batch control log is also used to de­
velop an overall quantity total, which is com­
pared to the detail inventory card listing re­
port; and the auditor might wish to evaluate 
the functioning of this balancing procedure.
Batch Balancing and Transaction Editing 
Programs. The keyed inventory count data is 
processed through batch-balancing and edit­
ing programs. The editing controls built into 
this processing are
Numeric count card number.
Identification number.
Quantity.
Valid unit of measure.
Valid inventory type code.
Absence of information other than count 
card number on void count cards.
Several types of computer-related audit 
procedures could be used to ascertain the ex­
istence and functioning of these programmed 
edit controls. The auditor could determine that 
these control procedures are prescribed by re­
viewing detail program documentation. The 
auditor could review the types of errors shown 
on the batch balance report and on the edit/ 
batch balance error list in order to find exam­
ples of each type of error for which editing is 
performed (as evidence that the edit routines 
are functioning).
In certain circumstances the auditor might 
also decide to develop test data to test each 
of the edit routines. When planning to rely on 
certain edit routines, the auditor would design 
test data that include the types of errors, both 
separately and in combination, that these edits 
are expected to detect. The test data would 
then be processed by the batch-balancing and 
edit programs, and the resulting reports would 
be compared to the predetermined results.
Run-to-Run Controls. There are five distinct 
program processing steps in the physical in­
ventory system. These are the following:
•  Data entry and edit.
•  Missing and duplicate card count 
processing.
•  Count card summarization.
•  Book-to-physical comparison.
•  Perpetual update.
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The system provides the information that is 
needed to maintain run-to-run controls, which 
assure that the same data are processed in 
each of the first four steps in the processing 
sequence. The physical inventory system does 
not provide the information that is needed to 
assure that the same data were processed in 
the perpetual update processing, but the re­
sults of this processing can be determined 
from the beginning balance of the daily inven­
tory balance report for the first day after the 
inventory is taken. To test the run-to-run con­
trols, the auditor could review
•  Balancing of the accounting department 
batch control log against the missing/du­
plicate ticket report.
•  Reconciliation of the missing/duplicate 
ticket report with the detail listing of cards 
report.
•  Reconciliation of the control totals in the 
detail listing of cards report with the sum­
mary inventory report.
•  Reconciliation of the summary inventory 
report with the total of physical counts 
shown in the book-to-physical comparison 
report.
The physical inventory balance in the 
book-to-physical comparison report can be 
compared to the opening inventory in the daily 
inventory balance report.
User Department Correction of Rejected 
Data. The description of the inventory system 
states that corrections to count transactions, 
other than key entry errors, are to be initiated 
by accounting department personnel only. This 
procedure helps to assure that transactions 
are authorized and that corrections are made 
accurately. To evaluate the functioning of this 
control procedure, the auditor could
•  Discuss the procedures with data entry,
I/O control, and accounting department 
personnel.
•  Review the batch control logs in both the 
accounting department and the I/O control 
department in order to identify resubmitted 
batches or transactions, which the auditor 
could then review in detail to evaluate 
whether corrections were made by appro­
priate personnel.
•  Review the edit and batch balance reports 
to evaluate whether errors were corrected 
by appropriate personnel.
Substantive Procedures
In addition to the computer-related compliance 
tests described in the preceding sections, the 
auditor would perform substantive tests. The 
nature, timing, and extent of these tests would 
depend on the particular circumstances and 
on the results of the compliance tests. This 
section discusses the use of the computer in 
substantive tests of the specified system.
The audit procedures that are performed 
for manual inventory systems remain useful in 
auditing computerized systems. For example, 
during the inventory observation process, the 
auditor usually makes and records selected 
test counts of inventory and records receiving 
and shipping cutoff information for subsequent 
testing of client-prepared inventory data. A l­
though this may be done in either a computer­
ized or manual system, when EDP is used to 
process an inventory, the auditor can choose 
to use computer-assisted audit techniques. In 
a manual system, this alternative method of 
performing the audit procedures would not 
exist.
In a computerized inventory system, audit 
software could be used to perform some audit 
procedures associated with the review of in­
ventory. It may be possible, of course, to con­
tinue to use manual techniques to accomplish
those audit procedures associated with the re­
view of inventory. Such manual techniques, 
which would include sampling techniques, 
could be used to perform such procedures as 
tracing an auditor’s test counts to computer­
ized inventory reports and testing clerical ac­
curacy of the reports (including footing com­
puter-printed listings). These types of 
procedures are discussed from an audit soft­
ware perspective in the following paragraphs.
The types of audit procedures that audit 
software can perform are usually limited only 
by the information in machine-readable form 
and by feasibility factors. Feasibility factors 
are described in the audit and accounting 
guide, Com puter-Assisted Audit Techniques, 
and are not repeated in this guideline. The 
formats for the inventory system files (Appen­
dix E) identify the information available in ma- 
chine-readable media. The information con­
tained in these files can be summarized as 
follows:
1. Inventory Master File. This file contains
three separate record types:
•  Raw materials, identified by the material 
identification number.
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•  Work in process, identified by both the 
material identification number and the 
assigned work order number.
•  Finished goods, identified by the style 
number.
Actual quantities are maintained on the in­
ventory master file.
2. B ill o f M aterials Master File. 
file contains
This master
•  A record type for each raw material 
used in each finished goods style.
•  A record type identifying each operation 
to produce a finished good and its as­
sociated standard labor and overhead.
The bill of materials master file contains 
the information needed to price inventory 
at standard cost.
3. Accepted  Count Card Master File. This 
file contains one record for each physical 
inventory count card. The record contains 
the count card number, material identifica­
tion number, unit of measure, quantity, and 
inventory type.
Based on the master file information avail­
able in the specified inventory system, audit 
software can be used to accomplish such pro­
cedures as the following:
•  Comparison of the auditor’s inventory test 
counts to the client’s physical inventory 
count and printing exceptions.
•  Printing of any missing or duplicate inven­
tory count cards.
•  Independent pricing and extension of the 
physical inventory and printing of control 
totals by inventory type.
•  Pricing and extension of the perpetual in­
ventory before the physical adjustment, 
comparison of the priced perpetual inven­
tory to the priced physical inventory, and 
printing of an exception report of the mon­
etary effect of differences between perpet­
ual and physical inventory records.
•  Printing of a report of raw materials inven­
tory received and finished goods inventory 
shipped within a specified number of days 
preceding physical inventory.
•  Printing of a list of old and possibly obso­
lete materials.
•  Comparison of inventory standard cost of 
the prior year to the current year’s stand­
ards and printing of a sample of new items 
and of items with prices that have 
changed more than a specified amount.
These example audit procedures are dis­
cussed below.
Tracing of Test Counts and Review for 
Missing or Duplicate Count Cards. The use
of audit software to trace the auditor’s test 
counts to the c lient’s counts may be helpful 
when audit procedures include a large number 
of test counts or when the details of inventory 
count transactions that are used in developing 
the summarized physical inventory quantities 
are not otherwise available.
The use of audit software to account for 
the numerical sequence of count cards and to 
identify missing or duplicate cards may be 
helpful if the auditor is concerned about the 
controls over missing or duplicate count cards 
or if the effort to test for this error in other ways 
exceeds the effort required to use audit soft­
ware.
To perform these procedures, the auditor 
would obtain a copy of the accepted count 
card master file after the client’s corrections 
have been completed. The auditor’s physical 
inventory test counts would then be keyed into 
machine-readable form as a separate file. A 
utility program or a sort facility in the general­
ized audit software would then sequence both 
files by count card number. The count card 
numbers on the accepted count card file 
would then be matched against the count card 
numbers on the auditor’s test count file 
through the use of audit software, and a com­
parison would be made of the material identifi­
cation numbers, units of measure, and quan­
tities contained on the two files. Differences 
between the auditor’s test counts and physical 
inventory counts would be printed and re­
viewed by the auditor.
During this audit software processing, du­
plicate and missing count card numbers, as 
well as those numbers falling outside the audi­
tor’s recorded range of valid count card num­
bers, could also be identified and printed for 
audit review.
Recalculation of Prices and Extensions.
After reviewing inventory quantities, the auditor 
may decide to recalculate the inventory prices 
and extensions. The auditor could use audit 
software to resequence and summarize the ac­
cepted count card master file into inventory 
type and material I.D. number sequence. The 
audit software could then process this file with 
the standard cost information on the bill of 
materials master file to accomplish the follow­
ing;
•  Extend the physical inventory.
•  Create an extended physical inventory file.
•  Print control totals.
The auditor could compare this report to 
the physical inventory valuation developed by 
the client’s system in order to evaluate the 
clerical accuracy of the extended inventory.
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Comparison of Current Standard Costs to 
Prior Year’s Standard Costs. The inventory 
is extended, based on the standard costs con­
tained in the bill of materials master file. In 
reviewing the price of inventory, the auditor 
may wish to identify significant variances in 
standard costs between the prior examination 
and the current one. If the auditor manually 
made a detailed comparison of standard cost 
reports from the two different periods, this pro­
cedure would be very time consuming; how­
ever, if this information is available in ma­
chine-readable form, the auditor could ask the 
client to retain a copy of the bill of materials 
master file from the preceding year, or, prefer­
ably, the auditor could have retained a copy 
from the prior audit. Using audit software, the 
auditor could compare the file to the current 
bill of materials master file and could identify 
significant standard cost changes. The result­
ing report could identify
•  Inventory items with significant standard 
cost changes.
•  A sample of new inventory items.
•  A sample of other items.
The auditor could use the report in investigat­
ing engineering and accounting computations 
used to develop the standard costs.
Physical-to-Perpetual-inventory Compari­
son. The description of the inventory system 
indicates that a physical-to-perpetual-inventory 
variance report is printed, showing differences 
between quantities on the perpetual inventory 
master file and quantities determined through 
physical inventory counts. The report could be 
useful to the auditor in identifying possible 
errors. However, because the report identifies 
all variances, the volume of data may make 
use of the report too time consuming. Also, 
because the report does not show the mone­
tary effect of the variance, the auditor may 
have difficulty in efficiently identifying large 
dollar value variances.
The auditor can use the information on the 
physical-to-perpetual-inventory variance report 
more effectively if a report is designed to print 
the details of variances having a significant 
monetary effect. Audit software could be used 
to create such a report. The auditor would ob­
tain a copy of the perpetual file before adjust­
ment to physical quantities and a copy of the 
bill of materials master file. The bill of mate­
rials master file would be used to accomplish 
the following:
•  Obtain the cost information for the perpet­
ual inventory master file.
•  Calculate extensions.
•  Create a file containing the perpetual in­
ventory master file items along with the 
extended costs as they were before the 
physical inventory adjustment.
This extended perpetual master file could 
then be processed with the extended physical 
inventory file. This would enable the auditor
•  To calculate the monetary differences be­
tween the physical and perpetual invento­
ries.
•  To print a report of the items with d iffe r­
ences in excess of an auditor-specified 
amount.
Analysis of Cut-Off and Possible Obsoles­
cence. The perpetual inventory master file 
contains the dates of the following:
•  Last issuance of raw materials
•  Last receipt of raw materials
•  Last sale for finished goods
The auditor could use audit software to 
access this information and to perform analy­
ses related to possible obsolescence and in­
ventory cut-off. The audit software program
•  Accesses the perpetual inventory master 
file.
•  Tests records for a date of last sale (for 
finished goods) or date of last issuance 
(for raw materials) further in the past than 
a date which the auditor specifies.
•  Prints a report of potentially obsolete in­
ventory items.
The audit software program could also test 
records for a date last received or date last 
sold near the inventory date and can print a 
report of inventory items meeting the cutoff 
selection criteria.
The possible obsolete items report could 
help the auditor evaluate whether the inventory 
is stated at lower of cost or market value. The 
obsolescence test could be performed at the 
date of the physical count or at year-end. The 
auditor could use the cutoff report of inventory 
items received or shipped near the physical 
inventory date to evaluate whether a proper 
cut-off was accomplished between inventory 
and sales and between inventory and pur­
chases.
Substantive Procedures During the inter­
vening Period. In addition to performing 
whatever compliance tests of controls over 
perpetual inventory processing that he be­
lieves are necessary under the circumstances, 
the auditor may also perform substantive tests 
of the changes to inventory from the date of 
physical count to year-end. The auditor is con­
cerned with the monetary balances of the per­
petual inventory and the validity of transac­
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tions affecting that balance. The substantive 
tests may be performed manually or by using 
computer-assisted audit techniques.
The auditor could help assure himself that 
inventory is correctly updated from the date of 
physical inventory to the financial statement 
date by reviewing the monthly reconciliation of 
perpetual inventory with the general ledger.
The auditor could obtain copies of the monthly 
reconciliations and could trace balances and 
changes in inventory to the system-produced 
report of the month’s inventory activity. (This 
report, entitled “ Inventory Balances,” appears 
as exhibit 3-11.) Selected changes in inventory 
could then be traced to supporting documen­
tation, such as invoices, shipping documents, 
and receiving reports.
Generalized audit software or specialized 
audit programs could also be used to gather 
support for the change in inventory between 
the date of physical inventory and the financial 
statement date. One approach, sometimes re­
ferred to as “ parallel simulation,” would be to 
reprocess the inventory transactions of the in­
tervening period to compare the results of the 
independent processing to those of the inven­
tory system. The auditor could obtain copies of 
the accepted inventory transaction files for the 
intervening period and could develop an audit 
software program to summarize the transac­
tions, print totals of the effect on quantity of 
each separate inventory transaction type, and 
print a sample of individual transactions. The 
totals for each transaction type could then be 
used to reconcile the quantity of physical in­
ventory with the ending perpetual balance.
The sample of detailed transactions selected 
in this processing could be traced to their 
related supporting documentation. This tech­
nique is time consuming but may be useful 
when the auditor plans little reliance on inter­
nal control.
A computer-assisted audit technique that 
may be useful when the client’s system of in­
ternal accounting control is strong is the use 
of an embedded audit module. An em bedded  
aud it m odule  is a section of program code to 
perform audit functions, which is inserted into 
the company’s application program. An audit 
module could be written and inserted in the 
inventory transaction edit and batch-balance 
program in order to select a sample of the 
processed transactions and to record the sam­
ple transactions on a separate audit file. The 
audit file could then be printed, perhaps using 
generalized audit software; and the listing of a 
sample of transactions processed during the
intervening period could be traced to support­
ing documentation. The auditor should con­
sider that use of this technique is time con­
suming and involves reliance on the client’s 
controls over using and changing programs.1
In addition to inventory transactions that 
affect inventory quantities, certain file mainte­
nance transactions have an impact on the 
value of the ending inventory. For example, file 
maintenance changes to standard cost (con­
tained on the bill of materials master file) will 
have a direct impact on the value of year-end 
inventory. Substantive tests of these transac­
tions could include manual review of file main­
tenance transaction reports and source docu­
ments of selected transactions or the use of 
computer-assisted audit techniques, such as 
generalized audit software, specialized audit 
programs, and embedded audit modules to 
select and print a sample of file maintenance 
transactions (by a method sim ilar to that de­
scribed in the preceding paragraph).
Substantive Procedures at Year-End. In
performing audit procedures relating to year- 
end inventory balances, the auditor is con­
cerned with the substantive accuracy of re­
corded inventory. The auditor restricts the 
scope of substantive procedures on the basis 
of the extent to which internal accounting con­
trols w ill be relied upon. Procedures listed in 
preceding sections could be performed at 
year-end, depending on the circumstances 
and the auditor’s judgment of the tim ing of 
certain tests. For example, obsolescence test­
ing, as described on p. 45, could be per­
formed at year-end.
In addition to the year-end tests of detailed 
transactions and balances described in this 
section, the auditor may decide to perform an­
alytical review procedures such as computa­
tion and review of cost of sales and inventory 
turnover statistics. The analytical review proce­
dures can involve manual or EDP techniques. 
The approach is generally not affected by the 
method of processing, and this document 
does not describe the analytical review proce­
dures.
Review o f Cutoff. The review and testing of 
inventory cutoff usually involves (1) examina­
tion of the documentation of those transactions 
that affect inventory receipts and shipments 
occurring during the periods immediately pre­
ceding and following year-end and (2) review 
of sales and payables transactions after year- 
end. As described on p. 45, the review of
1 AICPA, Controls Over Using and Changing Computer Programs (New York: 1979).
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inventory cutoff could involve computer-as­
sisted audit techniques. The auditor could use 
the same generalized audit software programs 
developed to identify inventory receipts and 
shipments occurring near the date of the phys­
ical inventory if minor modifications were 
made to the programs to identify these trans­
actions near year-end.
To identify cutoff transactions before year- 
end, the auditor would process the perpetual 
inventory master file as of the date of the fi­
nancial statements. To identify transactions oc­
curring after year-end, the auditor would proc­
ess a copy of the perpetual inventory master 
file after year-end. The auditor could then use 
the reports in examining supporting documen­
tation to evaluate whether the transactions 
were included in the proper accounting pe­
riod.
C lerica l Accuracy. To test the clerical accu­
racy of year-end inventory, the auditor could 
manually test the extension and footing of the 
detail inventory listing. However, the inventory 
system described in this guideline does not 
provide such a listing. In this case, audit soft­
ware could be used to price, extend, and foot 
the perpetual inventory master file as of year- 
end. If audit software had been used, as de­
scribed under “ Recalculation of Prices and Ex­
tensions” on p. 44, the audit software program 
would require little, if any, modification for use 
at year-end. In this case, the approach would 
be an efficient means to test the clerical accu­
racy of the year-end inventory.
Inventory Costing. The auditor’s concern with 
inventory costing at year-end is to consider 
whether cost changes made since the physical 
inventory observation are appropriate and 
whether appropriate cost changes have been 
made to reflect changes in market or manufac­
turing conditions. To test the changes in inven­
tory costing between the date of the physical 
inventory count and year-end, the auditor 
could identify cost changes for testing and 
evaluation by obtaining bill of materials master 
file listings (or detail inventory listings show­
ing unit cost) as of the physical inventory date 
and as of year-end and by manually compar­
ing these two reports. This would probably be 
laborious and time consuming.
An alternate approach would be to use 
audit software to compare inventory standard 
costs on the bill of materials master file as of 
the physical inventory date with the year-end 
version of the same file. A sample of items for
which inventory costs have changed between 
these two dates would be printed so that the 
auditor could test year-end costing. If audit 
software had been used in previous audit pro­
cedures to test the costing of physical inven­
tory (as described under “ Recalculation of 
Prices and Extensions’’ and “ Comparison of 
Current Standard Costs to Prior Year’s Stand­
ard Costs,” pp. 44 and 45), its use in year-end 
costing would probably not require any sign ifi­
cant program modifications and would thus be 
an efficient approach.
The following are possible audit proce­
dures to evaluate whether appropriate cost 
changes have been made to reflect changes 
in market or manufacturing conditions:
•  Review of the inventory variance reports 
for large or unusual differences between 
standard and actual costs.
•  Comparison of raw material open purchase 
commitments to prevailing market prices.
•  Calculation of lower-of-cost-or-market 
amounts based on current sales and cost 
data.
Although the information used in performing 
these procedures is in machine-readable form 
rather than written records, the use of EDP has 
little effect on the audit approach.
The auditor would also be concerned with 
unrecorded transactions as of year-end. Be­
cause of the design of the specified inventory 
system, inventory transactions might not be re­
corded in the appropriate period if they were 
rejected or otherwise unprocessed. To evalu­
ate whether inventory transactions were re­
corded in the proper accounting period, the 
auditor could review the various exception re­
ports generated by the system. The batch bal­
ancing and error reports as of year-end and a 
listing of the error suspense file would help to 
identify the transactions that should be in­
cluded in the current year but were rejected 
by the system. The auditor could investigate the 
disposition of these rejected transactions to 
evaluate whether appropriate adjustments 
have been made or whether perpetual inven­
tory processing of the year-end perpetual in­
ventory master file had been held open until 
all rejected transactions were corrected, re­
submitted, and processed.
The unmatched transfers and document 
accountability reports also provide the auditor 
with information about missing transactions.
The auditor may review these reports to evalu­
ate whether appropriate adjustments have 
been made for items appearing in the reports.
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Chapter 6
Inventory System Differences
The inventory system that is used as an exam­
ple in this guideline is essentially a transac­
tion-driven, batch-oriented system with speci­
fied controls in the user department as well as 
in EDP. There is a wide variety of inventory 
systems that can accomplish the same goals 
as the one described but that appear to be 
very different. Some of the differences that 
might be encountered involve
•  Data processing methods
•  Industries
•  Inventory valuation methods
The differences in industries and in valua­
tion methods have little effect on the guidance 
in this document because the variations are 
so basic that they will affect the audit method­
ology whether the c lient’s system is com­
pletely manual, employs very advanced EDP
technology, or falls anywhere in between. Dif­
ferences in data processing methods, on the 
other hand, may significantly affect the app lic­
ability of this guide to a review of a particular 
inventory application. The major impact of d if­
ferent data processing methods concerns the 
identification of controls used to meet control 
objectives.
Once the control strengths and weak­
nesses of the application have been identified, 
the auditor may find that the audit procedures 
available are limited in some way (e.g., hard 
copy may not be available throughout the au­
dit trail or transaction history files may not be 
maintained), but the auditor generally will still 
be able to select a combination of compliance 
tests and substantive procedures to achieve 
the audit objectives.
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Appendixes
Certain programs that perform functions nec­
essary for processing but that are not signifi­
cant to the understanding of the case study 
(e.g., sort and merge programs) have not been 
shown in the accompanying flowcharts.
So that the reader is presented with more 
than one method of flowcharting, the flowchart 
in Appendix C is not as detailed as those in
the other appendixes; instead of showing the 
files that are updated, it concentrates on an 
overview of the processing.
These flowcharts are included for the pur­
pose of describing the specific system and 
should not be considered models of the way in 
which systems should be documented or 
models of complete documentation.
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